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For those who don’t understand why the Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA) 
cannot legitimately function as both a planning and regulatory agency and also a 
development-promotion agency, the Gaiety Theatre story provides a very clear 
illustration. 
 
In July, I wrote about the demolition of the zoning-protected Gaiety Theatre by the 
developer who owned it and the problem of legal “standing” that kept community 
people from bringing legal challenge (see “Guest Opinion,” July 21.) 
 
In April I filed a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request asking the BRA for 
any documents related to the Gaiety Theatre. The FOIA produced new 
documentary evidence showing that the BRA knew that the developer’s strategy to 
get around zoning regulations in order to win a demolition permit of the Gaiety 
Theatre was unlawful. And yet the BRA nevertheless assisted the developer in 
pursuing that strategy. The documents clearly show how the BRA’s conflict of 
interest as both an advocate for development and a City regulatory agency, can — 
and in this case, did —result in development activities that breach zoning 
ordinances. * 
 
As you may recall, the BRA, through the Zoning Commission (which the BRA staffs 
and advises), gave the proposed project a Planned Development Area (PDA) zoning 
designation which was, numerous plaintiffs alleged, invalid for two reasons: First: The 
development site was under the one-acre minimum for a PDA. Second: The project was 
premised on the demolition of a theatre, which is prohibited in the Cultural District. The 
Gaiety’s legal use and occupancy permit was for a “Theatre,” according to the 
Inspectional Services Department’s official land-use zoning, and it was this use 
categorization that protected it. As a theatre, it couldn’t lawfully be demolished through 
a conventional ISD permit.  
 
Demolition could be permitted only if the Zoning Board of Appeal decided, after a 
hearing to consider community recommendations, that a change-of-use permit wouldn’t 
harm the historic cultural character of the district. Once the use was changed and the 
Theatre was no longer officially a Theatre, the developer could apply for a demolition 
permit. But, per the District’s code, such a ZBA-allowed demolition would have 
required either a full replacement theatre or a costly “substantial rehabilitation” of 
another theatre.  
 



ZBA approval for demolition was highly unlikely if the community were heard. Both 
the Asian-American and African-American communities had waited decades to have 
the Gaiety restored as a multi-cultural performance center, as the official Midtown 
Cultural District Plan recommended. And even if it were given, ZBA approval would 
have required replacement or other expensive mitigation.  
 
To get around this problem, the proposed PDA project plan included a statement that the 
Zoning Commission’s approval of the PDA would validate the developer’s claim that 
the Gaiety was not a Theatre, basically because it had stood long unused. In fact, the 
BRA itself had written both the City's Midtown Cultural District Plan — which 
specified the Gaiety by name as “ Vacant theatre worthy of preservation” — and the 
District zoning codifying that Plan to save exactly such unused theatres for future 
generations.  
 
The FOIA request yielded two BRA mark-ups of the draft PDA Plan related to the 
change of use designation of the Gaiety Theatre required for demolition. In one 
section, the BRA’s legal department crossed out the statement that the Gaiety is 
not a Theatre, noting in brackets: “This is a zoning opinion matter, not a 
development plan issue. The zoning commission is not a factfinder, moreover, and 
has no way of verifying or weighing the assertions made here.” 
 
The next draft of the PDA Plan titled “Change of Use or Occupancy of Theater” 
asserted: “This Development Plan seeks confirmation that the former Gaiety 
Theatre, which is located on a portion of the Project Site and has been vacant and 
unoccupied for about 20 years, lacks the facilities and equipment required for such 
events and is accordingly not subject to this requirement.” The BRA’s legal 
department had circled the section and noted in capital letters and underlined 
twice, “No.” * 
 
In other words, the PDA could not lawfully be used to eliminate the zoning protections 
for the Theatre. This set up a classic confrontation between the laws of the City, which 
barred the demolition of the Gaiety without extensive public process and ultimately 
replacement of the theatre, and the desire of a developer to be free of this legal 
burden. With the BRA as arbiter, the developer, as usual, won.  
 
In the end, the BRA issued a “Certificate of Consistency” declaring the demolition 
“consistent” with the PDA project plan, which, despite the BRA lawyers’ objections, 
pronounced the Theatre to be not a Theatre. Pursuant to this Certificate, the Inspectional 
Services Department, knowing full well it was allowing the destruction of a building it 
classified as a theatre, issued a demolition permit on the BRA’s authorization, standard 
procedure for PDAs. 
 
The urgent need to repeal the stealth 1960 legislative hand-over of Boston’s City 
planning and regulation to an agency created to advocate for development is vividly and 
tragically illuminated by glorious theatre lights now extinguished forever.  



 
The common-sense point, understood by every other city in the United States, is that 
planning and regulation cannot be done by an agency whose mission is primarily the 
promotion of development. No other city entrusts its planning and zoning to an urban 
renewal authority. Boston should re-create a real planning/regulatory office within the 
City government, accountable to the citizens and working unconflicted, for our long-
term social, economic and environmental needs. 
  
Shirley Kressel is a landscape architect and urban designer and one of the founders of 
the Alliance of Boston Neighborhoods. She can be reached at  
shirley.kressel@verizon.net.  



 





 


